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1 Introduction

The problem we will discuss is taken from the field of system theory. In
the past fifteen years a new approach to system theory has come up, the
so-called "behavioral approach". It has been developed by J.e.Willems from
the University of Groningen (see [3]). In this approach one no longer starts
from a given description of a system, but more attention is paid to the gen
erating signals of such a system. The question arose: what conditions have
to be imposed on this bundle of external signals to arrive at a description
of the system by a differential or difference equation (in continuous- and
discrete-time case respectively). This problem has been solved completely
in the discrete-time case. Unfortunately it became clear soon that Willems'
proof cannot be used for the continuous-time systems. A complete new set
up is needed. With this paper we want to lay a basis for the treatment of
the continuous-time systems.
For a start we will assume that we are dealing with a single-input-single
output behavior. Clearly this is the natural step following the almost trivial
case of one variable-behaviors. It is important to stress that we do assume in
advance that there is one input and one output, contrary to what is usually
done in the behavioral approach to system theory. In future research this
lack of completeness will be taken care of. In this manuscript necessary and
sufficient conditions will be derived such that this system-behavior can be
described by a differential equation.
This paper is the sequel to a work on behaviors in C(lR) x [C(lR)]n (see [1]).
In that manuscript we had to impose smoothness-conditions on one external
signal. Of course this is not what we want. In the theory so far this problem
of differentiability is avoided by taking the external signals in D'(lR), the
distribution-space of Schwartz. However we think that we loose too much
structure if we stick to that distribution-space. Therefor we construct new
spaces that have the same structure as the Frechet-space C(lR). With the
help of these spaces we can introduce (in some sense) generalized differentia
bility such that we can get rid of the smoothness-conditions too. This will
be the main result in this paper.
We would like to stress that we do not introduce these new spaces as some
fundamental structure to work with. It is merely a tool to generalize the
result in [1] on behaviors in C(lR) x [C(lR)]n.
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2 Introduction of the spaces Ck(IR) (k E 1-)

As stated before the results derived so far are not satisfying because we had to
assume the external signals to be differentiable a number of times. But what
else could one expect? If you want a differential equation to describe your
system it seems necessary that the variables of the system are differentiable.
One can overcome this necessity-assumption by replacing differentiability by
generalized differentiability. Thus one may view the external signals as distri
butions and no assumptions have to be made with respect to differentiability.
Unfortunately it does not fit in our context, because we want to use Bohl
functions, which means that funtions of exponential growth are involved. It
is almost unavoidable then to take D'(IR) as our distribution-space, which
is the dual of the space of infinitely many times differentiable functions with
compact support. We do not know whether the results derived here extend
to D'(IR). E.g. the characterization-result on a behavior B strongly depends
on the closed-graph theorem, which is valid for Frechet-spaces.
Hence we looked for a more constructive way to get rid of the smoothness
assumptions on the external signals. Indeed we introduce new spaces in which
we can define generalized integral and differential operators and in which the
structure of a Frechet-space is maintained.

Definition 2.1 The linear space spanned by the polynomials of degree less
than or equal to k will be denoted by pk (k = 0, 1, ... ).

Definition 2.2 Let Pj,j = 1,2, ... be a sequence of projections from C(lR)
to C(lR) that maps C(lR) onto pj-I. These Pj are chosen in such a way
that PjPk = Pmin{j,k}' Furthermore Qj := 1- Pj,j = 1,2, ....

We come back to this choice later on. Note that such a sequence of pro
jections exists, namely take as an example the Lagrange interpolation poly
nomials: choose a sequence (>.n)neN of mutually distinct real numbers. Let
Lk denote the Lagrange interpolation polynomial for ,xo,,xI, ... , Ak. Then,
for f E C(lR), Pkf := r:7:0 f(Aj)Lj satisfies the requirements since Pk =<
{Ljl j =O,I, ... ,k} >.
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Remark 2.3 Clearly each Qj is an operator from Ck(IR) into Ck(IR) for
kENU{oo}. 0

On C(IR) consider the Volterra-integral operators h, kEN

r(t - r)(k-l)
10 f = f /\ (hJ)(t) = Jo (k _ I)! f(r)dr k = 1,2, ... ; f E C(IR)

Then on C(IR) we define the following definite integral Jk, kEN:

Jo := I,Jk := Qkh, k = 1,2, ...

The interpretation of this operator Jk is the following: the inhomogeneous
differential equation Dkf = 9 with boundary condition Pkf = 0 has Jkg as
its unique solution.

Lemma 2.4 For all 1 ~ 0 Jk is a continuous injection from C/(IR) to
Ck+/(IR).

Proof: Continuity of Jk is a consequence of the fact that Qk is continuous
on Ck+/(IR) and h is a continuous operator from C/(IR) to Ck+/(IR) (see
lemma 4.3 in [1]).
Let f E C/(IR) and Jkf = O. Then Qkhf = 0, which implies that hf is a
polynomial of degree less than k. Hence f = o. 0

Lemma 2.5 On Ck(IR): Qk = JkDk.

Proof: Let f E Ck(IR). Then f can be written as

k-l f(i)(O)
f(t) = L 'I t i + (hDkJ)(t)

i=O z.

and hence

o
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Lemma 2.6 Let 0 ~ 1~ k, then we have (all operators on C(IR)):
1. Jk = Qkh-1Qzll
2. QkQk-l = Qk
3. Jk = QkJk-1Jl
4. DkJk = I
5. JkDl = QkJk-l

Proof:

1. Jk = Qkh-zll =
= Qkh-l(Plh + (I - Pl)II) =
= Qkh-lQzll

2. QkQk-l = (I - Pk)(1 - Pk- l) = 1 - Pk = Qk
3. Jk-lJl = Qk-lh-lQzll and hence

QkJk-lJl - QkQk-lh-lQlIl =

- Qkh-lQlIl =

- Jk

4. DkJk = DkQkh = Dk(Qkh + Pkh) = Dkh = 1
5. JkD/ = QkJk-lJlD/ = QkJk-/ - QkJk-/P/ = QkJk-l o

An important aspect of our integral operators is that due to the pre-multiplication
with Qk the definite integrals Jk do not have the semigroup-property any
more. I.e. h+/ = hIl but Jk+/ =I JkJ/.

In a previous paper we introduced the topological vector spaces Ck(IR)
(k E N) as the vector space of k-times differentiable functions on which
the topology is brought about by system of seminorms

k

p~)(f) = LPm(DjJ), mEN
j=O

or the equivalent system of seminorms

k-l
p~)(f) = L I(Dj f)(O) 1 +Pm(DkJ), mEN

j=O
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We will show that Ck(IR) is the completion of COO(IR) with respect to the
semmorms

p~) = Pm (Dkf) +Pm (Pkf) , mEN

Lemma 2.7 For all k E N:(P~))mEN is a family of seminorms on COO(IR).

Proof: We will only prove the completeness.
If for all mEN, p~)(J) = 0, then also Pm(Dkf) = O,Pm(Pkf) = 0 for all
mEN. From the first equality we obtain that D k f = 0, which implies
f E p k- 1 and the second one yields Pkf = O. Hence f = O. 0

Lemma 2.8 For all kEN the completion ofCOO(IR) with respect to (P~))mEN
is Ck(IR).

Proof: If (Ji )jEN is a sequence in COO(IR) that is a Cauchy-sequence with
respect to the seminorms (p~) )mEN and f is its limit then for all mEN
p~)(Jj - f) -+ 0 (j -+ (0).
Consequently

{
Dkf -+ 9

J in C(IR)-sense
PkJi -+ h

Hence f = Jk9 + hand Pkf = h. Clearly f E Ck(IR). So every Cauchy
sequence with respect to the seminorms (p~) )mEN converges to an element
of Ck(IR).
Now let f E Ck(IR). We already know that C(IR) is the completion of
COO(IR) with respect to the seminorms (Pm)mEN. So if (9j)jEN is a sequence
in COO(IR) converging to Dkf in C(IR)-sense, then (Jk9j +Pkf)jEN converges
to f, namely

p~)(Jkgj + Pkf - f) - p~)(Jkgj - Qkf)

- Pm(gj - Dkf) -+ 0 (j -+ (0)

This completes the proof. o

The topologies generated by (P~»)mEN, (P~»)mEN and (P~))mEN are equiva
lent. For the equivalence of the first two I refer to section 4 in [1]. Here we
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show the equivalence of the last two.

On the other hand

p~)(J) p~)(JkDkf + PkJ)
k

< L)Pm(DiJkDkJ) + Pm(DipkJ))
i=O

k

L')Pm(Jk_iDkJ) +Pm(DiPkJ))
i=O

k

< 'L(Bi · PTj(DkJ) + Ci . PTi+k(PkJ))
i=O

< C· p~k)(J)

where C := ~f=o(Bi+ C;) and n = maxi=1.2, ....2dr;}.
In a similar way, i.e. as the completion of COO(IR) with respect to a family
of seminorms, we will introduce new spaces with the same structure.

Definition 2.9

Since Jk is injective and continuous we have the following lemma.

Lemma 2.10 For all kEN (p~k))mEN is a family of seminorms on COO(IR).

Proof: If for all mEN p!;:k)(J) = 0 then also Pm( QkhJ) = 0 for all mEN.
Since (Pm)mEN is a family of seminorms on COO(IR) we obtain Qk1kf = O.
However

Thus f =O.
The rest is obvious.

8
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Since Jk, kEN is a continuous operator from C(IR) to C(JR) it can be seen
easily that the topology on COO(JR) generated by the seminorms (p!;k))mEN'
(k E N) is weaker than the one generated by (Pm)mEN. This new topology is
still metrizable but ofcourse COO(IR) is not complete anymore. The following
sequence shows that the completion of COO(JR) will contain more than C(JR):

{

0 t < 0
fk(t) = h(t) 0 ~ t ~ i

1 t > 1k

where hk(t) E COO(JR) is such that fk(t) E COO(JR) for all kEN.
Then p;;.,!(Jk(t) - H(t)) -+ 0 (k -+ 00) for all mEN, where H(t) is the
Heaviside-function, that obviously is not in C(JR).

To maintain the Frechet-structure we define the spaces C-k(JR) as follows:

Definition 2.11 C-k(JR), kEN is defined to be the completion of the space
COO(JR) with respect to the family of seminorms (p!;k))mEN.

Remark 2.12 We can see immediately that these spaces C-k(JR) depend
on the choice of Pk. This in contrast with the known spaces Ck(JR). Of
course it is a consequence of taking the definite integral Jk. However, in our
opinion, there is no other logical option for these seminorms. 0

An important lemma is the following:

Lemma 2.13 For all k, 1E Z, k ~ 1 we have

VnEN3cER3mENVJECOO(R) [p~)(J) ~ C· p~)(J) ]

Proof:
1~ 0: This follows from the fact that the families of seminorms (P~))mEN

and (p~))mEN generate the same topologies.
k ~ 0:

p~)(J) - Pn(J-d)

- Pn(Q-zJk-1J-kJ)

< C· Pm (J-kJ) =pf:)(J)
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k ~ 0,1 < 0:

p~)(f) - Pn(J-d)

< Pn(J_dkDkJ) +Pn(J-1PkJ)
< C1 • Pnl (DkJ) + C2 • Pn2(PkJ)

< C· p~)(f)
o

Corollary 2.14 COO(IR) <-+ •..Ck(IR) <-+ Ck-1(IR) <-+ ...C(R) <-+ C-1(IR) <-+
'" <-+ C-l(lR) <-+ C-I-1(IR) <-+ ••. (k, lEN).

Proof: This chain of continuous embeddings is an immediate consequence
of Ck(IR), k E Z, being the completion of cooCIR) with respect to (p~k))nEN

and the inequalities in lemma 2.13. 0

Hence we have a nested sequence of Frtkhet-spaces (Ck(IR))kEZ, that can be
considered as equivalence-classes of limits of Cauchy-sequences (with respect
to the different topologies) in COO(IR).
At this point it becomes clear why we took Pj such that PjPk = Pmin{j,k}'
Namely, in lemma 2.13 we used the equality Jk+l = Qk+1JZJk which is derived
on the basis of this property of all Pj • Hence, in order to achieve nesting,
this property is imposed on the set of projections Pj •

We did not introduce these new spaces C-k(JR) as some fundamental struc
ture to work with. It is merely a tool to get rid of the smoothness-conditions
on the external signals.

3 The extension of the integral and differ
ential operator

In this section we introduce generalized notions of integration and differenti
ation. It turns out that they fit in our construction of the spaces C-l(lR) (I E
N) in a natural way.
The definite integral Jk = Qkh plays an important role in our theory and
we like to generalize this operator to the space C-l(IR), (l EN).
Since COO(IR) is dense in C'(IR) for alII E Z we hope that Jk can be extended
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in a continuous way to, say Jk on C-/(lR), lEN.
Therefore take a sequence (fn)nEN in COO(lR) that is a Cauchy-sequence in
C-l(lR). I.e., for all mEN

If 1~ k then Jk = QkJk-/J/ and since QkJk-/ is a continuous operator from
C(lR) to Ck-l(lR) we know that (Jkfn)nEN is a Cauchy-sequence in Ck-/(lR)
and hence the extension can be defined as the limit of this sequence. (Note
that this is consistent with the Jk's on C-/(lR), 1~ 0).
We have some difficulties introducing Jk on C-l(lR) in case 1 > k, because
(Jkfn)nEN is not necessarily a Cauchy-sequence anymore. This is a con
sequence of the projection-operator Q/. Namely, Jl = Q1J/-kJk. Hence
(fn)nEN being a Cauchy-sequence in C-/(lR) is equivalent to (Jz!n)nEN being
a Cauchy-sequence in C(lR). This does not imply the convergence of the
sequence (Jkfn)nEN. One might think that introducing the spaces C-1(lR) in
case lEN using the seminorms p!;;/)(f) := Pm(Iz!) would be a better idea,
because then these problems would not occur. However, this is the set up
we worked out in the first place and we found out that it is not possible to
introduce a generalization of the differential operator in that case. In fact, it
turns out to be a decomposition-problem. We will come back to this later.
As regards the extension of Jk on C-/(IR) in case 1> k we will find another
way later on. We do not need this in our work but we will do it for com
pleteness only.

Definition 3.1 The continuous extension of the operator Jk can be defined
on C-/(lR) for 1 ~ k in the following way: if F E C-l(lR) and (fn)nEN a
sequence in COO(lR) such that fn --+ F in C-1(lR)-sense, then

JkF:= lim Jkfn (in Ck-l(lR)-sense)
n .....oo

Lemma 3.2 Jk is properly defined.

Proof: Let (fn)nEN be a sequence in COO(lR) and suppose fn --+ 0 in C-/(lR)
sense and Jkfn --+ 9 in Ck-l(lR)-sense. Then p!;;l)(fn) = Pm(Jz!n) --+ 0 (n --+
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-+ 00). Because
o

00). Since h-l is continuous from C(lR) into Ck-l(lR) and since Qk is con
tinuous from Ck-l(lR) into Ck=l(lR), we obtain

Pm(QkJk-lJdn) ~ C· Pr(Jdn)

Since Pm(Jdn) -+ 0 (n -+ 00), also Pm(Jkfn) -+ 0 (n
Jkfn -+ 9 in C(lR)-sense, 9 = O.

By construction i k is a continuous operator from C-k(lR) to C(lR). In
fact, it is easy to check that for all 1~ k i k is a continuous operator from
C-l(lR) -+ Ck-l(lR).

Lemma 3.3 On the space C-l(lR), i k = QkJk-lil (0 ~ 1~ k).

Proof: Obvious. 0

Lemma 3.4 VlENVmENVFEC-I(R) [p~l)(F) = Pm(ilF) ]

Proof: Let mEN, FE C-l(lR), then

p~l)(F) = lim p~l)(fn) = lim Pm(Jrfn) = Pm (ilF)
n .....oo n .....oo

o

Considering the interpretation of Jk' the following lemma should come as no
surprIse.

Lemma 3.5 Let k, 1E N with 0 ~ 1~ k, then

ik(C-l(lR)) = {f E Ck-l(lR)1 Pkf = 0 }

Proof:
~: Then f E Ck-l(lR) and f = ikF for some F E C-l(lR).

ikF - lim Jkfn
n .....oo

- lim QkJk-lJrfn
n-oo

- lim QkQkJk-rJrfn
n .....oo

- Qk( lim QkJk-lJrfn)
n .....oo

- QkikF

Hence PkikF = PkQkikF = O.

12



o

2: Let I E Ck-l(IR) with PkI = O. There exists a sequence (fn)nEN in
COO(IR) such that PkIn = 0 and In -+ I (in Ck-/(IR)-sense). This implies
Pm(Dk-/ (fn - 1)) -+ 0 for all mEN. Since J/(Dk)In = J/D1Dk- 1In =
Q1Dk-/ In -+ Q/Dk-/ I in C(R)-sense, (Dk In)nEN is a Cauchy-sequence
in C-/(IR)-sense, converging to an element Fin C-/(IR), and

ikF = lim JkDk In = lim In = I
n-+oo n-+oo

Lemma 3.6 For all k ~ 1~ 0 i k is an injection from C-/(IR) in Ck-/(IR).

Proof:

ikF = 0 {::=} VmEN [Pm(ikF) = 0 ]
{::=} VmEN [Pm(QkJk-/i/F) =0 ]

{::=} VmEN [Pm(i1F) = 0 ]

{::=} VmEN [ p~/)(F) = 0 ]

{::=} F = 0

o

Introducing a generalized differential operator to be able to differentiate el
ements in C-/(IR), (1 E N) that is what it is all about. Contrary to the
integral operator Jk , this generalization turns out much easier and nicer to
work with. For instance, the semigroup-property of the usual differential op
erator will be maintained in the extension, but we return to this point later
on.

We do not introduce a differential operator b on C(R) only, but also on
an arbitrary C-/(IR) (1 EN). Furthermore we are able to 'differentiate' any
element of any space C/(R) (l E Z) arbitrarily many times.

Because of the fact that COO(IR) is dense in C/(IR) we could define the ex
tension of Jk to C-/(IR), for k ~ 1, with the aid of Cauchy-sequences. In a
similarway we will extend the differential operator Dk (k E N, arbitrary) to
all the spaces C/(IR), 1 E Z, 1< k in a similar way.

13



Let F E C-l(IR), 1 E Z. Take a sequence (fn)nEN in COO(IR) such that
in ~ Fin C-l(IR)-sense, i.e for all mEN: p!:2(fn - Ii) ~ 0 (n,j ~ 00).
We consider two cases:

k > 1;::: 0: In this case for all mEN, Pm(D1(fn - Ii)) and Pm(I1(fn - Ii))
tend to zero if n,j ~ 00.

p~-k)(Dk(fn - Ii)) - Pm(Jk-lDk(fn - Ii))
- Pm(Qk-1D1(fn - Ii))
< C· Pr(Dl(fn - Ii))

1< 0: In this case we have for all mEN, Pm(J-l(fn - Ii)) tends to zero if
n, j ~ 00. Hence

where we used 5. from lemma 2.6.

Definition 3.7 For all F E C-l(IR), (1 E Z), fJk F = limm _ oo Dkin (in
Cl-k(IR)-sense), where (fn)nEN is a sequence in COO(IR) such that in ~ F
in C-1(IR)-sense.

Again we will show that this is a proper extension.

Lemma 3.8 fJk is properly defined.

Proof: Let i E C-l(lR) and in ~ i, gn ~ i (in C-l(IR)-sense) where in
and gn are in COO(IR). As before we obtain that Dkin and Dkgn are Cauchy
sequences in Cl-k(lR) and therefore they have a limit. Say limn_oo Dkin = F
and limn _ oo Dgn = G, where F and G are in Cl-k(IR). Note that Dk(fn 
gn) ~ 0 (n ~ 00) in Cl-k(IR)-sense. For all n E N

p~-k)(F - G) ~ p~-k)(F - Dkin) +p~-k)(G - Dkgn) +p~-k)(Dkgn - Dkin)

Let n ~ 00, then it is clear that p~-k)(F - G) = 0 for all mEN and hence
F=G. 0

So fJk is a continuous operator from C-l(IR) to Cl-k(IR).
That introduction of fJ is consistent with the usual differential operator, Le.
fJk = Dk on Ck(IR) is obvious again, as it was for ik and Jk.
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Lemma 3.9 For all k E N,1 E Z, {iJkf If E C1(m) } = cl-k(m)

Proof: It is clear for k :::; 1, so assume k > 1.
Take f E CI(m), then it is obvious that iJk f E CI-k(m), since it is defined as
a limit of a Cauchy-sequence CI-k(m)-sense in the complete space CI-k(m).
On the other hand if F E CI-k(m) then there exists a sequence (fn)neN in
COO(m) such that fn --+ F in CI-k(m)-sense. For k > 1 ~ 0, (Jk-dn)neN
is a Cauchy-sequence in C(m) and converges to some h E C(mk Clearly
QkJ1h =: 9 E CI(m), Jkfn = QkJL1k-L!n --+ 9 in CI(m)-sense, and Dkg = F.
And for 1< 0 we know that (Jk-dn)neN is a Cauchy-sequence in C(m) and
thus (Q-1Jk-dn)neN is also a Cauchy-sequence in C(m). But Q_I = J_1D-1

and hence (D-1Jk-L!n)neN is a Cauchy-sequence in C1(m) and converges to
some h E C1(m) and clearly iJkh = F. 0

Remark 3.10 It is easy to check that another characterization of C-I(m), 1 E
N is the following:

that is a Cauchy-sequence in

_ C(m)-sense}
Furthermore the operators Dk on C-I(m) all are compatible with the opera-
tor Dk on Ck(m). Moreover it is easy to see that they satisfy the semigroup
relation: for all k, mEN: iJk+m= iJk 0 iJm = iJm 0 iJk. 0

At the beginning of this section we had some trouble introducing Jk on
C-I(m) in case k > 1 ~ 0, because of the operator QI. For the seminorms
(Pm(IL!))meN these problems would not occur. However, these families of
seminorms lead to other difficulties. Let us start with a small lemma on a
decomposition of C(m).

Lemma 3.11 C(m) =< {I} > EEl {f E C(m) I f(O) = 0 }

Proof: This is trivial if we consider the continuous projection P : C(m) --+

C(m), Pf = f(O)·l and write f = Pf + (I - P)f. 0

15



If we define C-I(lR) as the completion of COO(lR) with respect to (Pm(II!))mEN
then we can introduce the generalized differential operator b. It is based on

VJeC(R) [f = f(O) ·1 + IIDf ]

where lID is the projection upon {f E C(lR) I f(O) = 0 }. We use that
if fn -+ f in C(lR)-sense, then also fn(O) converges and hence lIDfn. This
implies that Dfn is a Cauchy sequence in C-I(lR). So lID (= JID) has a
continuous extension to C(lR). We will show now that for 12D2 it is not
possible to extend it continuously to C(lR), whereas for J2D2 it is. Since, in
this context, this extension is necessary to introduce generalized differential
operators we ahve to take other seminorms than Pm(hJ)meN.
What would happen if we would extend the idea above to C-2(lR)?
For C-I(lR) we used

C(lR) =< {I} > ffi {f E CI(lR) I f(O) = 0 }

So a natural second step could be

C(lR) =< {I}, it} > ffi {f E C2(lR) I f(O) = j(O) = 0 }

where 12D2 is the projection on V (V := {f E C2(lR) I f(O) = j(O) = 0 }).
Unfortunately, {t} is already in V. The sequence

t
fn(t) := t - 1+n2t2 (n E N)

is in V and converges to it} in C(lR)-sense. Namely,

and it is easily verified that

1
VmEN [Pm(Jn(t) - t) < 2m ]

Furthermore we cannot write

f(t) = f(O) . 1 + j(O) . t +l\t - r)f(2)(r)dr
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because in general f is not differentiable.
An additional problem is the following. In the case where we had the semi
norms (Pm(J2f))mEN, iJ2 f, f E C(IR) is defined as the limit, in C-2(IR)
sense, of the Cauchy-sequence (J2D2 fn)nEN, where (fn)nEN is a sequence
in COO(lR) with fn --. f in C(IR)-sense. Since we need the convergence of
the derivative of f this is not possible for the sequence (I2D2 fn)nEN. This
explains why we looked for another way of decomposing C(IR).

Lemma 3.12 For all kEN Qk = ikiJk on C(JR).

Proof: Let f E C(JR), then iJkf = limm _ oo Dkfn in C-k(IR)-sense, if
(fn)nEN is a sequence in COO(IR) and fn --. f in C(JR)-sense. ik(iJkf) =
limn_ oo Jk9n where (9n)nEN a sequence in C(IR) such that 9n --. iJk f in
C-k(m)-sense. Take 9n = Dkfn, then

o

Remark 3.13 There is not a nice way of generalizing the projection-operators
Pk and Qk. The best way to show this is by the example we gave earlier:

Cl(m) =< {I}, {t} > EEl {f E Cl(JR) I f(O) = j(O) = 0 }

This decomposition does not extend to C (m).
The only way is to choose a fixed space C-L(m), (L E N, L large), and then
define the projections as in C(IR). Doing so we would have Pk and Qk on all
the spaces CI(m), 1~ -L. However we are restricted to the space C-L(m)
now. 0

Lemma 3.14 For all k, 1 E N the operator iJk from C-I(IR) to C-I(IR) with
V(iJk) = Ck-I(JR) is closed.

Proof: Let (fn)nEN be a sequence in Ck-l(m) such that

{
fn --. F (n --. 00) l( )
~ both in C- IR -sense

Dkfn --. G (n --. 00)

17



k ~ 1: Then this convergence is also in C-k(lR)-sense, which implies JkiJkIn -+

JkG in C(lR)-sense. Since (fn)nEN is a sequence in Ck-l(lR), JkiJkIn =
QkIn = In - Pkin. Using In -+ F together with QkIn -+ JkG we obtain
Pkin -+ h in C-I(lR)-sense, for some h E pk-I (because (PkIn)nEN is
a convergent sequence in the finite-dimensional (in C-I(lR)-sense) sub
space Pk-I). This leads to

(1)

Since JkG E Ck-l(lR) and h E COO(lR), we have F E Ck-l(lR) =
V(jjk). Moreover jjkF =G is immediate from equation (1). Hence, in
case k ~ 1, jjk is closed.

k < 1: There exists a sequence (gn)nEN in C(lR) such that for all n E N In =
iJk-lgn . Consequently JliJlgn -+ JIG in C(lR)-sense. But (gn)nEN is
also a sequence in Ck-I (JR) and so

- - IJID gn - QIgn

- gn - Pign
- QI-kgn + I1-kgn - I1gn

- - I-k- JI_kD gn + (PI- k - PI)gn

Using jjk-Ign = In -+ F (n -+ 00) and the continuity of the operator
Jk- I implies Jk_Ijjk-lgn -+ Jk_IF and hence (with the same arguments
as for k ~ 1):

JI_kF = JIG + h (2)

where h E pi-I. Since JIG E C(lR) and h E COO(lR), we obtain
JI_kF E C(lR) and thus F E Ck-l(lR) = V(jjk). Applying iJl to
equation (2) yields jjkF = G. This completes the proof.

o

Lemma 3.15 For all kEN: jjkJk = I as an operator Irom C-k(lR) to
C-k(IR).

Proof: Let F E C-k(lR) and (fn)nEN a sequence in C(lR) such that In -+ F
in C-k(lR)-sense. Then JkIn -+ JkF in C(lR)-sense. Define gn = Jkfn (n E
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N) and 9 = ikF, which means that gn ~ 9 in C(R)-sense and (gn)nEN is a
sequence in Ck(R). Thus (Dkgn)nEN is a Cauchy-sequence in C-k(R).

lim Dkgn = lim Dk(Jkfn) = lim fn = F (in C-k(IR)-sense)
n-oo n-oo n-oo

and
lim Dkgn = iJkg = iJkikF (in C-k(IR)-sense)

n-oo

Hence iJkikF = F. 0

Corollary 3.16 For all 1 ~ k ~ 0 iJ1i/ = I as an operator from C-k(R)
to C-k(IR).

Proof: From lemma 3.3 we know that, since 1~ k, i/ = Q/J/-kik. Thus

o

Let us come back to the generalization of Jk on C-/(IR) in case 0 $ k $ 1. We
could not prove that (Jkfn)nEN is a Cauchy-sequence in C/-k(IR) if (fn)nEN

is a Cauchy-sequence in C-1(IR). We can avoid this problem by defining
ikF := iJ l - k i/F for all F E C-/(IR). This is a proper definition, since i/F
is well-defined.

Lemma 3.17 Let S := nj=l (iJ + >"jlYi with Lj=l rj = m be an operator
from C-/(IR) to C-/(IR), (l E Z) with domain cm-/(R). Then S is closed.

Proof: Exactly the same proof as lemma 4.5 in [1]. o

Lemma 3.18 Let S := nj=l (iJ + >"jlyJ with Lj=l rj = m be an operator
from C-/(IR) to C-/(R), (1 E Z) with domain cm-Z(R). Then S is surjective.

Proof: It is sufficient to prove that D+ >"jI is surjective from C-Z(IR) to
C-/-l(IR), 1 E N.
Suppose we have to solve the equation (D + >"jI)F = G, where F E C-/(R)
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and G E C-l-1(IR). Then F = iJlH f, G = iJl+1 g for some f E C1(IR), 9 E
C(IR). So the equation becomes

(fJ + Ajl)fJIH f = fJl+1(D + Ajl)f = fJl+1 g

From the variation of constants-formula we know that (D + Aj!)f = 9 is
solvable for some f E C1(IR). Clearly F = fJl+1 f is a solution. 0

Lemma 3.19 The kernel of the operator S := nJ=l (D + >'j lyJ equals the
kernel of S := nj=l (fJ +>'jlYi f where I:j=l rj = m and S is to be considered
as an operator with T>(S) = C(IR).

Proof: Let f E cm(IR) = T>(S) and Sf = 0, then fJj f = Dj f for all
j E {0,1,2, ... ,m}. This implies Sf = Sf = O. On the other hand if
f E T>(S) then 0 = Sf = I:T=oOjfJj f = oof + fJ(I:T=l 0))j-11) for some
OJ E IR. Since f E C(IR) we have that 9 := I:T=1 ojfJi - 1f E C(IR) and
iJg = ':""'oof E C(IR). We obtain that 9 E Cl(IR) and 9 := I:T=1 OjDj-l f
hence Dg = Dg. This immediately implies Ej=l(D + AjlYif = Sf = O. 0

At this moment we have laid the foundation of an integral and differential
calculus in C-k(IR).

Very often the external signals are taken in Lp,loc(IR) for p = 1 or p = 2.
We show that these spaces Lp,loc(IR) are contained in C-1(IR). Therefor it is
sufficient to prove that L1,loc(IR) is in C-1(IR).

Lemma 3.20 L1,loc(IR) C C-1(IR)

Proof: Let f E L1,loc(IR), then F(t) = I~ f( r)dr is a continuous func
tion and F(O) = O. Because J1(C(IR)) = {f E Cl(IR)\ f(O) = 0 } it is
immediate that the C(IR)-closure J1(C(IR)) = {f E C(IR)\ f(O) = 0 }.
Hence F(t) is a limit of a sequence Jdn where fn E C(IR). But J1fn -+ F
(in C(IR)-sense) implies fn -+ f (in C-l(IR)-sense). Thus f E C-l(IR).
Conclusion:L1,loc(IR) S; C-l(IR). 0
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Remark 3.21 Clearly C-l(JR) contains more than L1,loc(JR), because there
is a one-to-one relation between L1,loc(JR)-functions and functions that are
absolutely continuous (which is a large subclass of C(JR)). A function f
is absolutely continuous if and only if there exists a 9 E L~oc(JR) such that
f = f(O) ·1+JI 9· Since L1,loc(JR) is a Frechet-space too, with about the same
structure as C(JR), many results for C(lR) can be transferred into results for
L1,loc(JR). 0

We conclude this section by showing the relation between the spaces C-k(lR)
and the distribution-space of Schwartz. We show how the elements of C-k(lR)
can be regarded as distributions. Therefore we embed C-k(JR) in D'(JR) (Le.
the distribution-space of Schwartz), via the natural embedding of C(lR) in
D'(JR).
Associate with every continuous function f the continuous linear functional

LJ(cp) := JRf(t)CP(t)dt

where cp E C':'(JR), the dual space of D'(JR). Starting from here and using
the fact that for all </> E C-k(lR) there exists exactly one f E C(lR) such that
iJk f = </> and Pkf = 0 we associate with every </> E C-k(JR) the continuous
linear functional

L¢(cp):= (_l)k JRf(t)cp(k)(t)dt

where b kf = </> and Pkf = O.
Since C(JR) C C-k(JR) this embedding has to be an extension of the previous
one. Indeed if we assume f to be in Ck(JR), then </> = iJk f = Dk f and after
k times of partial integration

(_l)k JR f(t)cp(k)(t)dt = JR </>(t)cp(t)dt

which is exactly the functional that corresponds to the continuous function
</>(t). Thus this is a proper embedding of C-k(JR) in D'(JR).
This way C-k(JR) is embedded in D'(JR), the space of all continuous linear
functionals on D(JR). Let Dfk](lR) denote the subspace of D'(JR) consisting
of all L E D'(JR) for which there exists f E C(JR) such that

L(cp) = JRf(t)cp(k)(t)dt
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The elements of Dfk] (IR) are called k-irregular distributions.
Then £ : <p ~ LtJ> maps C-k(IR) one-one onto D[k](IR).
Now let 6-k (IR) be the space generated by the seminorms corresponding to
another sequence of projections, say (Pi )iEN. Then there is a one-one map of
C-k(IR) onto 6-k(IR), namely £-1£. In fact this relation can be seen from
the following equality:

LF(r.p) .- JR(JkF)(t)r.p(k)(t)dt

- JR[(JkF)(t) +p(t)]r.p(k)(t)dt

where p(t) E p k- 1 .

Lemma 3.22 The Dirac-distribution 8 is not in C-1(IR).

Proof: The first question to be posed is how can we check whether an
element of D'(IR) is in C-1(IR) or not. It is natural to do this via the
construction of C-l (IR) as a distribution-space, like we just made. To find
out whether or not the Dirac-distribution 8( r.p) is in C-1 (IR) we must find out
if there exists an element in the distribution-space C-l(IR) that "acts like
8". Or equivalently, is there an element <p in C-1(IR) such that (if <p == iJJ)

If we denote the Heaviside-function by H(t) then

'V"'ECgo(R) [- JR H(t)r,p(t)dt == r.p(O) ]

Hence for all r.p E C~(IR)

JR(f(t) - H(t))r,p(t)dt == 0

This is equivalent to: for all w E C~(IR)(w == r,p) with JRw(t)dt == 0

JR(f(t) - H(t))w(t)dt == 0
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Take any compact interval, say [a, b] and define

A:= l b
(J(t) - H(t))dt

Then we have for all w(t) E C[:,b)(lR) with < w,1 >= 0 (where < I,g >
denotes the usual inner product, i.e. < I,g >:= J: I(t)g(t)dt) that

< 1 - H - A ·1,w >= 0

Define 'r/J := 1 - H - A . 1. Clearly there exists a sequence Wn in C[:,b)(lR)
that converges in L2-sense to 'r/J on [a, b]. At the moment it is not necessarily
true that < wn ,l >= 0 for all n E N. Because we want to take advantage
of equation 3 we will construct another sequence W n := W n - An . 1, where
An :=< Wn , 1 >. Now we have < W n , 1 >= O. Does the sequence (Wn)neN

converge to 'r/J?
< W n , 1 >=< Wn , 1 > - < An, 1 >. Since < W n , 1 >= 0 for all n E Nand

lim < W n , 1 >=< lim W n , 1 >=< 'r/J, 1 >= 0
n ..... oo n-+oo

we obtain that limn...oo An = O. Hence limn...oo W n = 'r/J indeed. Herewith

0=< 'r/J,wn >~< 'r/J, 'r/J > (n --+ 00)

and hence 'r/J = 1 - H - A·1 = 0 a.e. on [a, b]. Thus 1 - A. 1 = H a.e on
la, b]. The interval [a, b] was arbitrary so take a and b such that 0 in [a, b].
This yields a contradiction. So there is no delta in C-l(IR). 0

Heuristically one could expect 8 to be in C-2(IR), because integrating the
Heaviside-function H(t) leads to a continuous function and "differentiating"
H(t) in some sense gives us 8. Indeed 8 is the second 'derivative' of the
continuous function q(t) defined by

q(t) = { ~ for t < 0
for t ;:::: 0

4 The shift-operator on C-k(IR), kEN

The one parameter group of shift-operators is closely related to the differ
entiation operator. Since we are going to deal with differential equations in
some generalized sense we defined a generalized differential operator.
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It will turn out that we need a kind of shift-operator on C-k(JR) too. However
C-k(JR) is not a function-space and hence it is not clear, in advance, what
atF means for FE C-k(JR), t E JR.
It seems natural to relate the definition of the shift-operator on C-k(IR) to
the shift-operator on a space where it is well-defined. That is what we intend
to do now.
From lemma 3.9 we obtain that for every F E C-k(IR), kEN there exists
f E C(JR) such that iJk f = F, namely take f = jkF. On C(IR) the shift
operator at is well-defined:

atf(s) := f(s + t)

Now we define the shift-operator on C-k (JR) in the following way:

Definition 4.1 The (generalized) shift-operators ift on C-k(IR), kEN are
defined as follows: let F E C-k(JR) and f E C(IR) such that iJk f = F then

iftF:= iJkatf = iJkatjkF + iJkatFPkf = iJkatjk

This is clearly a natural generalization of at on C(IR).

Lemma 4.2 ift is properly defined.

Proof: Let f and 9 in C(IR) such that iJk f = iJkg. Then iJk(f - g) = 0
and hence f - 9 E pk-l. Consequently at(f - g) E pk-l and herewith
iJkat(f - g) = O. 0

Definition 4.3 M is a shift-invariant subspace in C-k(JR) if and only if

'rIteR [F EM::::} iftF EM]

Lemma 4.4 M is a shift-invariant subspace in C-k(IR) if and only ifM(O) :=
{f E C(IR)I fJk f EM} is a shift-invariant subspace in C(IR).

Proof: (::::} ):Let f E M(O), then iJk f E M. Since M is shift-invariant
we also have iftiJk f EM. By definition iftiJk f = iJkat f EM. Clearly
atf E C(IR) and hence atf E M(O).

(.¢=):Let F E M then we have for all f E C(IR) such that iJk f = F that
iftF = ift iJk f = iJkat f and because at f E M (0) we are done. 0
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Remark 4.5 The previous lemma also holds true if we replace iJk by some
SE LDOg(C) of order k. 0

Lemma 4.6 If M is a subspace in C-k(IR) and M(O) is a subspace of C(IR)
defined by M(O) := {I E C(IR)I iJk f EM} then

M(O) = p k- 1 ill ikM

Proof: This is a consequence of lemma 3.5 and the fact that all I E C(IR)
can be written as f = Pkf + ikiJkf. 0

Lemma 4.7 LetM be a subspace in C-k(IR). Then M is closed in C-k(lR)
if and only if M(O) = {f E C(lR)1 iJk f EM} is closed in C(lR).

Proof: (:::?) : Let (fn)nEN be a sequence in M(O) converging to fin C(IR)
sense. Then clearly Pkfn --? Pkf in C(IR)-sense. Using lemma 4.6 we obtain
that for all n E N In = Pkln + ikgn for some gn E M and i k9n converges
in C(IR)-sense. Consequently (gn)nEN is a Cauchy-sequence in C-k(IR) and
converges to some 9 E C-k(IR). Since (9n)nEN is also a sequence in the closed
subspace M we know that 9 EM. Hence we have In --? I and

In = Pkln + i k9n --? Pkl + i k9 (n --? 00)

Thus 1= Pkl + i k9 E M(O).
(~) : Let (Fn)nEN be a sequence in M converging to F in C-k(IR)-sense.
Then clearly ikFn --? ikF in C(IR)-sense. Since iJk(ikFn) = Fn is in M for
all n E N we have that ikFn is in M(O). M(O) being closed in C(IR) yields
ikF E M(O) and hence iJk(ikF) = FE M. 0

Corollary 4.8 M is a closed shift-invariant subspace in C-k(IR) if and only
if M is the closure in C-k (IR)-sense 01 the Bohl-functions in M (0) (as defined
in lemma 4.6.

Proof: This is an immediate consequence of the fact that iJk maps C(lR)
continuously into C-k(JR) and of theorem 6.6 and lemma 6.7 in [1]. 0
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The relation between the shift-operator and the differentiation operator is
important for us and the following lemmas express this relation. Furthermore
they show that we extended the differential operator D in a natural way.

Lemma 4.9 For all f E C(JR) , limt_O qt~-f exists in C-1(IR)-sense and

moreover the limit equals iJf.

Proof: Let f E C(IR), n E N, then

Pn(Il(U
tf

t
- f) - f + f(O) . 1)

max (! rr: f(e + t)de _! r: f(Ode - f(x) + f(O))
xE[-n,n] t Jo t Jo

max (! l x

+
t

f(e)de +! l x
f(Ode _! r f(Ode +

xE[-n,n] txt t t Jo
- f(x) + f(O))

11x
+t litmax (- f(e)de - f(x) + f(O) - - f(e)de)

xE[-n,n]txt 0

11x
+

t
< 2· max - If(e) - f(x)lde

xE[-n,n] t x

Hence it remains to prove that

11x
+

t
lim max - !f(e) - f(x)lde = 0
t-O xE[-n,n] t x

but this follows from the fact that f is uniformly continuous on any compact
interval. Hence

which completes the proof. o

Lemma 4.10 For all F E C-k(IR), limt_O ut~-F exists in C-k-l(IR)-sense
and equals DF.
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Proof: Let F E C-k(lR), mEN, then if F = iJk I for some I E C(lR)

_k_l(a-
t
F - F _ iJF)

Pm t
-t - k - k

_ p~k-l(~ D I
t
- D I) _ iJk+l J)

_ p~k-l(iJk(utIt- I) _ iJk+1 J)

- - k u
tI - I - - k+l )= Pm(Jk+l D ( t ) - Jk+l D f

- - k utI - f - - k+l
- Pm(Qk+1 J1JkD ( t ) - Jk+lD J)

utI - I utI - I
- Pm(Qk+lIl( t - Pk t ) - Qk+lJ)

utI - I
- Pm(Qk+l[I1( t ) - I])

utI - I
- pm (Qk+1 (II ( t ) - I + f (0) . 1])

From the proof in the previous lemma we know that

and since Qk+l is a continuous operator from C(lR) to C(lR) we obtain

lim p_k_1(UtF - F _ iJF) = 0
t-O m t

Since m was arbitrary we have:

iJF = lim a-tF - F in C-k-l(lR)-sense
t-O t

o

Lemma 4.11 For all kEN the Iollowing is true:
Let F E C-k(lR). If 1imt_o ut~-F exists in C-k(lR)-sense, then F E
C-k+l(lR) and limt_o ut~-F = iJF, where iJ is the generalized differential
operator Irom C-k(lR) to C-k(lR) with D(iJ) = C-k+l(lR).
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Proof: Because F E C-k(lR) there exists f E C(lR) such that iJk f = F.
From lemma 4.10 we obtain that limt....o ql;-t = iJf. Now let

1
urnf - f

c.pm:= .!.
m

---+ iJf (m -+ 00)

iJkc.pm = iJk (utn~- f) ---+ t/J (m -+ 00)
m

From lemma 3.14 we know that iJk as an operator from C-k(lR) to C-k(lR)
with domain V( iJk) = C(lR), is a closed operator and so iJ f E V( iJk) =
C(lR) and

Hence f E C1(lR) and iJk f = F E C-k+1(lR), iJF = limt....o qt~_F. 0

Lemma 4.12 A continuous linear functional £ on C-k(lR), kEN is of
the form: £(<jJ) = p(ik<jJ), <jJ E C-k(lR), for some p E bac(lR) such that
p(Pk-1) = o.

Proof: Since £ is continuous we have, for all <jJ E C-k(lR)

for some C1 E lR, r E Nand f E C(lR) such that iJk f = <jJ. Note that this
is independent of the choice of f.
Hence 1(£ 0 iJk)(f) I ::s; C1 • Pr(f) for all f E C(lR). Consequently £ 0 iJk
is a continuous linear functional on C(lR), and clearly (£ 0 iJk) IPk-l = O.
Thus £ 0 iJk = P for some p E bac(lR) with plpk-l = 0, and herewith
£(<jJ) = p(Jk<jJ) for all <jJ E C-k(lR). 0

We conclude this section with two commutation-relations.
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Proof: Obvious.

Proof: Let t E lR, kEN, then

o

-tJ- J- -t
U k - kU

t- - t -k-
- (0- Jk - JkU )D Jk

(utikiJk - ikiJkut)ik
(Pkut - utPk)ik

t - Pku Jk

since ikDk = Qk on C(JR) and ik(C(IR))
lemma 3.5).

{f E C(IR)IPkf - O} (see
o

5 Convolution-operators on C-k(IR), kEN

What we have seen from our treatment of behaviors in C(IR) x cn(IR) is
that at a certain moment we were able to give a description of the behavior
with the help of an equation in terms of an operator V:

The derivation of this result could be done in a purely algebraic way. Because
of the special properties of V and using the topological structure of the set
up we could find an explicit expression for V and hence for B. We would like
to carry this through in case of behaviors that, because of the introduction
of i and iJ, have no differentiability restrictions anymore. The ideas remain
as they were with the only difference that all the operators involved need to
be generalized in some sense. This also holds for the convolution-operator,
that played a very important role in the case that B ~ C(IR) x cn(IR).

Definition 5.1 A generalized convolution operator on C-k(JR) is an opera
tor of the form 6,.. = j]kc,..ik, where C,.. is a convolution operator on C(IR)
as defined in definition 5.7 in [1].
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It is clear that Gil is a continuous operator from C-k(IR) to C-k(IR) for
all kEN. The generalized convolution operator also commutes with all
(generalized) shift-operators. Namely, on C- k (IR)

- bkCllikbkat i k
bkCllatik

_ bkatCllik
- k t - - k - -t -- D a JkD CIlJk = a Cil

Lemma 5.2 Every convolution-operator Gil on C-k(IR), kEN is the strong
(=pointwise) limit of a sequence in the linear span < {o-t It E IR} >.

Proof: Let F E C-k(IR), then ikF =: f E C(IR) and hence there exists
a sequence (Cn)nEN in span < {atlt E IR} > such that Cnf ..... Cilf in
C(IR)-sense (see theorem 1 in the erratum). But also (Gn)nEN (where Gn :=

bkCnik) converges in C-k(IR)-sense to GIlF. Namely,

ptk)(GnF - GIlF) - Pm(ikbkCnf - ikDkCIlf)

- Pm(Qk(Cnf - CIlf))

< C· Pr(Cn! - CIlf) ..... 0 (n ..... 00)

o

Lemma 5.3 For all kEN: W is a continuous operator from C-k(IR) to
C-k(IR) such that o-tw - Wo-t = 0 for all t E IR if and only if for all
lEN, I :s; k ll' is continuous from C-/(IR) to C-/(IR) and DW = W D on
C-k+1(IR).

Proof: Let kEN. Take! E C-k+1(IR), then for all t E IR, t =1= 0

0= (o-tw - ltVo-t)! = (o-t - 1)ll'! _ W(o-t - 1) f (4)
t t

From lemma 4.10 we know that limt.....o (,7t;1) f exists in C-k(IR)-sense and

equals Df. Since W is continuous from C-k(IR) to C-k(IR) we obtain:
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Therefore limt_o afW{-W/ exists in C-k(lR)-sense too.
Apply lemma 4.11 to obtain:

and W f E C-k+l(lR).
So, fJwf = WfJf and W maps C-k+l(lR) into itself.
Now, let (fn)neN be a sequence in C-k+1(lR) such that

{ fn -+ 0 in C-k+l(lR)-sense
Wfn -+ 9

This implies fn -+ f in C-k(lR)-sense and, since W is continuous from
C-k(lR) to C-k(JR), W fn -+ W f in C-k(lR)-sense. But also W fn -+ 9 in
C-k(lR)-sense and thus W f = g. Because f E C-k+l(lR), W f E C-k+l(lR).
Hence W is a closed operator from C-k+l(lR) into itself. The closed-graph
theorem yields that W is continuous from C-k+l(lR) into itself. We can
repeat this argument as often as we want. So we are done. 0

At this point we can generalize the result on the characterization of convolution
operators on C(IR).

Lemma 5.4 lV is a continuous operator from Ck(lR) to Ck(lR), k E Z such
that a-tW - Wa-t = 0 for all t E lR if and only W = Gp, for some J1, E bac(lR).

Proof: For kEN it is clear (see theorem 5.22 in [1]). So we only consider
C-k(lR) for kEN.
:::}: From lemma 5.10 in [1] we know that WIC(R) = Cp, for some J1, E bac(lR),

because nTlc(R) maps C(lR) into itself (see lemma 5.3). Let F E C-k(JR),
then, for some f E C(JR), fJk f = F and

WF - WfJkf = fJkwf

fJkCp,f
-k -D Cp,(JkF +PkJ)
- k - k- D Cp,JkF + Cp,D Pkf
- k -- D Cp,JkF
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<=:: The continuity of W is a consequence of the closed-graph-theorem,
since W is defined on the whole of C-k(JR). Furthermore, using the
commutation-relation from lemma 4.14 we arrive at

(jtjjkCIJ.Jk _ jjkCIL(jtJk
- jjkCIJ.(Jk(jt +Pkut Jk)

- jjkCILJk(jt

where we used that CIL maps pk-l into itself.
o

Lemma 5.5 I< a continuous linear operator from C-k(JR) (k E N) to C(JR)
such that utI< - I<(jt = 0 for all t E JR if and only if I< = CIJ.Jk for some
jl E bac(JR) with jl(Pk-l) = O.

Proof: Since I< maps C-k(JR) into C(JR) we can evaluate in one point.
Hence (I< F)(O) defines for all F E Ck(JR) a continuous linear functional
on C-k(JR). Thus (I< F)(O) = £(F) = jl(JkF) for all F E C-k(JR), where
jl E bac(JR) and jl(Pk-l) = O.
Then we have

(I<F)(t) _ (utI<F)(O) = (I<(jtF)(O)

- jl( JkutF)
_ jl(u t JkF)

- (CILJkF)(t)

where we used lemma 4.14 and jl(Pk-l) = O. o

Corollary 5.6 I< a continuous operator from C-k(JR) to CI(JR), (l ~ 0)
such that utI< - K(jt = 0 for all t E JR if and only if I< = clLJk for some
jl E bac(JR) with jl(Pk-l) = a and SCIL = CI/ for every S in LDO(C) of
order I and corresponding CI/'

Lemma 5.7 Let kEN. The following statements are equivalent

• I< a closed operator from C-k(JR) to C-k(JR) with V(I<) = C(JR) and
VtER [ (jtI< - I<(jt = 0]
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• I< = O/l-S where S is in LDOg(C) of order k and Jl is not weakly
differentiable.

Proof: (=?): Ker(I<) is a closed subspace in C-k(JR). Corollary 4.8 yields
that ker(I<) is the closure, in C-k(JR)-sense of a countable set of Bohl
functions, satisfying the restriction-property. Similar as in the proof of lemma
6.13 in [1] ker(I<) can be decomposed into

ker I< = M n EEl R

where M n consists of n linearly independent Bohl-functions with the restric
tion that t1e-i>.t E Mn (.A E C,1 E N) implies tie-i>.t E Mn for j = 0,1, ... , I-I.
R is a complementary (not necessarily shift-invariant) subspace in C-k(JR).
We have chosen .Mn in such a way that it equals the kernel of a linear differ
ential operator with constant coefficients, say S. From lemma 3.19 we know
that Mn =ker(S) too. There exists a continuous operator j : C-k(JR) -+
C(JR) such that sj = 1 on C-k(JR) and (1 - j S) =: P is the projection from
C(JR) onto Mn' The rest of the (=?)-part of the proof is the same as in [1].
However everything is generalized now. So I< j is continuous from C-k(JR)
to C-k(JR) and hence I< j = 0/1- for some Jl E bac(JR) , and Op. = jjkC/l-jk,
etc.
(¢=): I< = Op.S = SOp. = SjjkCp.jk and hence 'D(I<) = C(JR). Moreover Op.
maps C(JR) into itself and S with 'D(S) = C(JR) is a closed operator from
C-k(JR) to C-k(JR) (lemma 3.17). This completes the proof. 0

Remark 5.8 As in the non-generalized case the representation of the oper
ator I< is far from unique. 0

Now we will give generalizations of some lemmas from section 6 in [1.].

Lemma 5.9 Let 0 E span < {o-tlt E JR} > and let I< be a closed lin
ear mapping from C(JR) to C-k(JR) with (1t('D(I<)) = 'D(I<) and I<(1t f =
o-tI< f, f E 'D(I<) and t E JR. Then O('D(I<)) ~ 'D(I<) and for all f E 'D(I<),
OI<f = I<Of.

Proof: Obvious.
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Lemma 5.10 Let I< be a closed linear mapping from C(JR) to C-k(JR) with
domain V(I<). Suppose for all t E JR, utV(I<) S; V(I<) and I<utj =
a-tKj, j E V(K). Then for all Jl E bac(JR) and for all f E V(I<), C,J E
V(K) and I<C,J = Gp.I<f.

Proof: This is immediate from the proof of theorem 6.17 in [1] and the
lemmas 5.2 and 5.9.

o

Lemma 5.11 Let S E LDOg(C) and Jl E bac(JR). The operator SGp. with
domain V(SGp.) = { j E C-k(JR)IGp.f E V(S)} is closed from C-k(JR) to
C-k(JR).

Proof: Let (fn)nEN be a sequence in V(S) such that

{~nGp.fn :: in C-k(JR)-sense

Since Gp. is continuous from C-k(JR) to C-k(JR) we obtain

{
qp./n -+ Gp.f in C-k(JR)-sense
SCp.fn -+ g

Because (Gp.fn )nEN is a sequence in V( S) and with this domain S is a closed
operator from C-k(JR) to C-k(JR), this yields Gp.f E V(S) and SGp.f = g. 0

Theorem 5.12 Let I< be a closed operator from C(JR) to C-k(JR), with
domain V(K), and COO(JR) S; V(I<) then I<ICOO(R) is continuous. If in
addition ut(V(I<)) = V(I<) and I<utf = utI<f for all t E JR and f E V(I<).
Then there are Jl E bac(.m) and S E LDOg(C) of some finite order such that
I<ICOO(R) = SGp.ICOO(R).

Proof: Similar to the proof of theorem 6.20 in [1] we can show that I<ICOO(R)
is continuous from COO(JR) to C-k(JR).
Using the relation (t E JR\{O}, f E COO(JR))

(ut-I)I<f_I«ut-II)=O
t t
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and the fact that KlcOO(R) is continuous from COO(m) to C-k(m) we obtain
DKf = KDf and Kf E C-k+1(IR).
Let

{
fn --+ f in COO(m)-sense
Kfn --+ gin C-k+1(IR)-sense

Then also K fn --+ 9 in C-k(m)-sense and thus K f = g. Hence Klcoo(R) is
also a continuous operator from COO(m) to c- k+1(m). We can repeat this
as often as we want, which implies that Klcoo(R) is, in fact, a continuous
operator from COO(m) into itself. Applying lemma 6.15 in [1] yields that
Klcoo(R) = SC/lICOO(R) for some S E LDO(C) and J.l E bac(JR).

o

Lemma 5.13 Let K1 and K2 be linear operators from c(m) to C-k(m) with
domain V(Kd and V(K2 ) respectively. If for i = 1,2 ut(V(Ki)) ~ V(Ki),
COO(lR) ~ V(Ki), for all f E V(I(i): utKd = Kiutf and K1Icoo(R) =
K2 Icoo(R) then K 1 = K2 •

Proof: Firstly we will construct a J.l E bac(lR) such that C/l maps any space
Cl(IR) (l E N) into COO(m).
Define for all t E m

where g(7") is chosen in such a way that ht(7") E COO(lR) and g'(7") ~ O.
Define J.lt(7") := ht({). For all f E C(IR)

l Ilt 7" 11

(C/llf)(s) = (u T f)(s)dJ.lt(7") = - h'(-)(uT f)(s)d7" = h~(())f(()t+s)d()
R tot 0

Clearly C/lJ E COO(lR), C/lJ --+ f (t 10) in C(lR)-sense.
The generalized convolution-operator G/ll has the same properties, namely:
let F E C-k(lR), then G/lIF = jjkC/lIJkF where JkF E C(lR). Hence
C/l)kF --+ JkF in C(lR)-sense, and since Dk is continuous from C(IR) to
C-k(m) we showed that G/ll converges strongly to the identity operator on
C-k(lR) .
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Let f E V(I<I), then CIJ.J E V(J{I), because CIJ.J E COO(JR). Hence if t L0
then, because J{21coo(R) is continuous

{
ClJ.t! -+ f in C-k(JR)-sense
J{2 CIJ.J -+ 9

But J{2CIJ.J = KICIJ.J = ClJ.tJ{d and ClJ.tKd -+ KIf. Since K 2 is closed
we obtain f E V(J{2) and J{2f = J{d.
Of course we can exchange the roles of J{I and J{2' 0

Corollary 5.14 If the operator K has the properties from theorem 5.12 then
K = BCIJ. for some BE LDOg(C) and J1 E bac(JR).

Corollary 5.15 Let K be a closed operator from C(IR) to c-k(JR), COO (JR) ~
V(J{) and Kutlcoo(R) = atJ{ICOO(R)' Then if J{ is injective it equals a con
stant times a shift-operator.

Corollary 5.16 Let J{ be a closed operator from C(IR) to C-k(IR), COO(JR) ~
V( J{) and J{ut 1c00(R) = utJ{ Icoo (R). Then if ker(J{) is finite-dimensional,
J{ = (jtB for some BE LDOg(C), a E JR.

6 Behaviors in C(JR) x C(JR) with one input
and one output

In this section we will give a description of a behavior that contains two
external signals. As before (modulo a transformation) one is the input and
one the output.
The behaviors we want to describe are linear, shift-invariant and closed sub
spaces in C(IR) x C(IR). The signals will be taken in U ~ C(JR), which
means

7rI B := { WI E C(IR) 13w2 EC(R) [(WI, W2) E B]} = U

Assume COO(IR) ~ U.
Suppose N2 := {W2 E C(JR) I (O,W2) E B } is finite-dimensional, say of
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dimension n. Then it is a linear shift-invariant and closed subspace of C(JR)
and thus (see lemma 3.19)

I I

f E N2 ¢} {f E C(JR) I Sd = II (.D + >'jI)P>'j f = 0, where L: PA; = n}
j=I j=I

Note that we got rid of the smootness-assumption on the external signal W2·
Consider

Since to every WI corresponds exactly one S2W2 we can consider E as the
graph of an operator, say V. Define V as an operator from C(IR) to C-k(IR),
with V(V) = U as follows:

V: U ~ C-k(JR), VWI = S2W2

where (WI, S2W2) E E. Hence

(Wt,W2) E B ¢} VWI = S2W2 (5)

Now we will derive an explicit expression for V.
Since S2 is surjective with continuous right-inverse, we can, in exactly the
same way as in lemma 7.3 in [1], show that iJ is closed in C(JR) x C-k(IR).
Consequently V is a closed operator from C(IR) to C-k(IR) with V(V) =U
and V ut = a-tV for all t E JR.
If COO(IR) ~ U then V satisfies the conditions in theorem 5.12 and hence we
have the following theorem:

Theorem 6.1 B is a linear, shift-invariant and closed subspace of C(IR) x
C(JR), {W2 E C(JR)I(O, W2) E B} is a finite-dimensional subspace of C(JR),
and COO(IR) ~ U = '!rIB ~ C(JR) if and only if

{(Wt, W2) E B ¢} SIC/lWI = S2W2}

Remark 6.2 It is important to see that, in fact, everything is determined
by the restriction of B to COO(JR) x COO(JR). Namely, consider
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then B' = graph(Vlcoo(R)) and since B' is closed in COO(m) x COO(m) we
know that VICOO(R) is a continuous operator from COO(m) to COO(m) that
commutes with all shift-operators. Hence VICOO(R) = Sl C/oIICOO(R) and

(WI, S2W2) E B' <=> SlC/olWl = S2W2

Since V satisfies the conditions in theorem 5.12 we have V = Sle/ol and

where the closure is to be taken in C(m) x C-k(m). This immediately yields
the result above. So, just restrict B to COO(m) x COO(m), determine the
operator and take the closure in the right space. 0
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Erratum

A very important theorem in [1] is theorem 6.16. However there is a mis
take in its proof. \Ve have to be more careful. First some preliminary lemmas.

Theorem 1
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Every convolution operator GIJ. on G(lR) is the strong (=pointwise) limit of
a sequence in the linear span < {O'tlt E lR} >.

Proof: Let p. E bac(lR) and suppose supp(p.) ~ [-N, N].
For n E N define

tj n = -N + z., j = 0,1, ,.. , 2Nn, n

Then tj+l,n - tj,n = ~.
Put

l
tj+1 ,n

aj,n:= p(tj+l,n) - p(tj,n) = dp(T), j = 0,1, ... ,2Nn-l
tj,n

and define I<n E span < {O'tlt E JR} > by

2Nn-l
I<n = I: aj,nO'ti,n

j=O

Now fix f E G(lR) and kEN. Then there exists for given £ > 0, ne E N
such that for n > ne c

If(s)-f(O')I< ()var p

whenever 8,0' E [-N - k,N + k] with Is - 0'1 <~.
Let c > 0 and choose ne as indicated. Then

2Nn-l

1
t '+l

max I L: ] ,n[j(tj,n+t)-f(T+t)]djL(T)1
tE[-k,k] ;=0 tj,n

< 2'E1
t() ltj

+
1

,n IdjL(7")\ ~ E:
;=0 var p tj,n

o

Lemma 2

A continuous linear functional {, on G(lR) x ... x G(JR) is of the form
, y J

k-time,
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Proof: For all i E {I, 2, ... , k}, fi 1-+ £(0,0, , fi, , 0) defines a continu-
ous linear functional on G(JR). Hence £(0,0, , fi, , 0) = Jli(fi) for some
Jli E bac(JR). The linearity completes the proof. 0

Lemma 3

Let G E span < {at It E JR} > and let K be a closed linear mapping in G(JR)
with at(V(K)) = V(K) and Katf = atKf, f E V(K) and t E JR. Then
G(V(K)) ~ V(K) and for all f E V(K), GKf = KGf·

Proof: Suppose G = 2:;;1 ajatj . Then for all f E V(K), Gf = 2:;;1 ajatj f E
V(K) and

m m

KGf = 'LajKatjf = 'LajatiJ(f
j=l j=l

o

Theorem 4

Let K be a closed linear mapping in G(JR) with domain V(K). Suppose for
all t E JR, atV(K) ~ V(K) and Katf = atKf, f E V(K). Then for all
Jl E bac(JR) and for all f E V(K), GlJ.f E V(K) and KGlJ.f = GIJ.K f.

Proof: Let Jl E bac(JR) and (Gk)keN be a sequence in span < {atlt E JR} >
such that for all h E G(JR), Gkh --+ GlJ.h (k --+ 00).
Then for f E V(K) we have, for all k, Gkf E V(K) and Gkf --+ GIJ.f.
Also KGkf = GkKf --+ GIJ.Kf. Since K is a closed operator it follows that
GlJ.f E V(K) and KGlJ.f = GIJ.Kf. 0

Theorem 5

Let K be a closed linear mapping in G(JR) with domain V( K). Suppose
GOO(JR) ~ V(K), at(V(K)) ~ V(K) and Katf = atKf for all f E V(K).
Then

{(f,K!)1 f E Goo(JR)} = Graph(K)

where the bar denotes the closure in G(JR) x G(JR).
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Proof: Suppose fo E V(K) with

(Jo,Kfo) ¢ {(J,KJ)I f E Coo(lR)}

Then there are Jil, Ji2 E bac( lR) such that

VJECOO(R) [ JiI(J) + Ji2(KJ) = 0]

and
JiI(JO) + Ji2(K!0) =I- 0

(Here Hahn-Banach is applied and we used lemma 2).
It follows that (ut(COO(lR)) = COO(lR»

VJECOO(R) [Gill (J) +C112 (K J) =0

and
Clll(JO) + GIl2 (Kfo) ~ 0

Consequently (using theorem 4)

COO(lR) ~ ker (Gill + KGIl2 )

where Gill +KCIl2 is the closed linear mapping in C(lR) with domain

{f E C(lR)1 GIl2 f E V(K)}

So ker(Clll +KCIl2 ) is closed in G(lR). Hence ker(Clll +KGIl2 ) = C(lR), i.e.
Cill + KGIl2 = o.
Now for fo E V(K) we have

0= (Cill + KGIl2 )!0 = (Gill +C1l2 K)fo

which yields a contradiction.

Corollary 6

o

Let S be an n-th order differential operator and Ji E bac(JR). Then the
operator SCIl' with domain V(SCIl ) = {f E C(lR) I Cilf E cn(lR) =V(S)},
is closed, and

{(J,SGIlJ)1 f E Coo(lR)} = Graph(SCIl )
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Proof: We know already that S is a closed operator from C(JR) to C(JR)
with 'D(S) = cn(JR). If I E 'D(SCjJ.)' then CjJ.(JtI = (JtCjJ.f E cn(JR) for all
t E JR, and SCjJ.(Jtf = (JtSCjJ.f. 0

Now we gathered the tools to prove the result:

Theorem 7

Let K be a closed operator from C(JR) to C(JR), with domain 'D(K), and
COO(IR) ~ V(K) then Klcoo(R) is continuous. If in addition (Jt('D(K)) =
'D(K) and K (Jt f = (Jt K f for all t E JR and f E 'D( K). Then there
are J.l E bac(JR) and S E LDO(C) of some finite order, say n, such that
K = SCjJ.' i.e. 'D(K) = {f E C(JR)I CjJ.f E cn(JR)} and for all f E 'D(K),
Kf = SCjJ.f·

Proof: Let fn -+ f in COO(JR)-sense, and let K fn -+ 9 in C(IR)-sense. Then
In -+ f in C(JR)-sense. Hence K f = g, so that Klcoo(R) is a closed operator
from COO(IR) to C(JR). COO(JR) being a Frechet-space the result follows from
the closed-graph-theorem.
If K (Jt = (Jt K and (Jt(V(K)) = 'D(K) then Klcoo(R)(Jt = (Jt KCOO(R). Using
lemma 6.15 in [1] we know that Klcoo(R) = SCjJ.ICOO(R) for some J.l E bac(JR)
and Sin LDO(C) of some finite order, say n. It follows that

Graph(K) = {(f, SCjJ.f) I f E Coo(IR)} = Graph(SCjJ.)

o
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